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There are many ways in which to teach a manufacturing design course. The focus that this university took was to look at process development as well as general equipment and tooling design. This would not be a course in general manufacturing processes. Rather the principles in designing the process as well as the tooling and fixturing would be developed. This course would then be attractive to manufacturing engineering technology students as well as to mechanical engineering technology students interested in design.

The textbook that was decided on for this course was the Machinery’s Handbook. This is a different strategy than is normally used for a course. Using a trade reference book will allow the students to solve problems as they would in a real situation. The thought was that it will teach them not only how to solve problems in the classroom, but also that they could see the benefit of using this book in their careers.

This paper will explore the thoughts behind using this strategy. Also it will detail how the book is used in a non-traditional manner in the classroom.

Goals of the Course

This course called Manufacturing Design concentrates on some various design principles in the manufacturing field. Machining process design involving Merchant’s Diagram, force analysis, tooling design, fixture design, machine design, and process design are analyzed. Then die design for the sheet metal industry is taught. Gage design for measurement of various tolerances and
products is then introduced. Finally design for manufacturability is used in relation to product development.

The purpose of this course is to graduate engineers who can do some design. Being in Engineering Technology practical applications of design are taught in order to show students how to use tools in industry over traditional engineering science. Project based learning is used to allow the students to explore topics in a form that will enhance their work experience and give them the information needed to be valuable to employers. Project based learning is a popular way to develop design principles for engineering students.¹

Graduates of a Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program must “….understand the design of products and the equipment, tooling, and environment necessary for their manufacture”². The U. S. Department of Commerce has recognized the need for manufacturing education in responding to the challenges of the manufacturing industry in the United States.³ Employers have a need for engineers to have some project and design knowledge when entering the workforce. It is these reasons that a class in manufacturing design is offered in order to teach students the process of design for the manufacturing of a product.

**Challenges**

The National Science Foundation recognized the need for project based learning as well as close interaction with industry.³ So the needs of industry must be taken into account when looking at the structures of classes. With a class that emphasizes design how do the students get a flavor
for solving a real problem? The solution is to allow them to use the tools that they would use in
the workplace. A trade handbook is a very good solution to this dilemma.

The ultimate goal in this course is to prepare the student for the workplace. So this course is
constantly being analyzed for continuous improvement in the skill sets manufacturing engineers
need in the workplace. This is a huge question being constantly asked in many colleges and
universities around the country. What was decided was that not only the traditional skills such as
knowing traditional manufacturing processes are needed, but knowing where to get information
and how to use it in the workplace was also needed. This led to looking at a trade handbook for
a possible textbook in this class. The Machinery’s Handbook states that it is a “comprehensive
and practical tool, combining the most basic and essential aspects of sophisticated manufacturing
practice.” So it was decided to pursue using this a textbook rather than a traditional textbook for
this design class.

**Structure of the Course**

Previously traditional textbooks were used in this class to introduce these topics. This
functioned adequately but there was a thought process that involved in looking at preparing
students to better enter the workforce. Project based learning was introduced. To do this a new
way of looking at the traditional textbook was introduced. The question was asked as to what
references the student would need. The course involved lectures on various topics to introduce
the students to them. Example problems were then worked, using the reference tables in the
Machinery’s Handbook. Some design problems and case studies were used as in class
assignments as well as outside of class team assignments. Tests were given to get some student
evaluation. A final project instead of a final examination was used to incorporate all of the student’s knowledge in the course. This project was to take a product chosen by the professor and come up with the manufacturing design. This included tooling design, gaging, machine design, fixturing, and plant layout. A set of parameters were given to the students and they were asked in teams to develop the plan. A presentation was given on their results.

**Use of the Machinery’s Handbook**

Not usually used as a textbook the *Machinery’s Handbook* presented some challenges incorporating it in the classroom. The book was written for informational and reference purposes, rather than teaching. So the language was difficult. The book was written with many charts and calculations for a wide variety of different conditions. So the quantity of information was almost too much. For this course only certain sections were relevant. Therefore time was also spent on how to use the book as a reference.

There were three sections in the 27th edition that were relevant for this class. These were the sections on Tooling, Machining, and Manufacturing. In Manufacturing we only used the Punches, Dies, and Press Work sub-section.

One of the sections that we discuss is tooling design. In the Tooling section there is a reference to cutting tools. This section is used in concert with websites and vendor material to discuss the various designs of cutting tools. The terms are defined for the student so they know what is being discussed in the literature. They are then given a couple of different assignments. One type of assignment is to design a tool for a particular application. This application is given by
myself to the students with some background. They are then to solve this application by using the Machinery’s Handbook and other literature as a reference. They must cite where the information for the solution has come from. What is evaluated is the process, not the answer. This is very open ended so the solutions vary. The other type of assignment is to develop a training guide for single point cutting tools and tool materials to a worker that does not have a degree in engineering. This must be concise, accurate, and show some creativity in the way it is presented. The thought behind this is that the student must learn the material from the handbook to be able to train someone else in the material. What is important in this section is that the student becomes comfortable with the design of cutting tools and where this information is found.

There is a section on estimating machining power. Again case studies are used to develop what will be needed for that application. The charts in the handbook are estimates, so some real applications in industry are discussed also to give the students even more references. The speeds and feeds sections that are used in the book give great insight into modeling machining systems.

In Machining Econometrics we discuss tool life equations and how they relate to cost structures. A lot of the material is too detailed for this class, but it does give the students some background on where cost structures come from. So a small portion was used in reference to taylor’s Tool Life equations.

Fixture and die design are developed by defining a process in which a part is looked at. Some real part prints are shown from local industry and the student is asked to look at the design
principles established in class. The student is asked to reference the handbook in developing a gross design.

Automation and numerical control are introduced at a very high level. There are other courses in our curriculum that go into much more detail. But a basic understanding of these processes can be taught with the use of this handbook. Finally how does geometric tolerancing effect manufacturing design is looked at. The basic symbols and terminology are based in the handbook.

With all of this material outside sources from local industry are used to supplement. Also used are vendor information obtained form local and international tooling and machining companies. But the main references are contained within this handbook.

Results
The results for this course have been very positive. Students have given positive feedback in the fact they are using a book they see as useful when they graduate. Also a couple of students have stated they learned things that were very useful in their coop experiences. Using real case studies and projects and forcing them to reference the handbook has helped them understand which references to use when. We have just implemented this book for the past year so I have not been able to gather any graduate data yet. This will be interesting for a future project. The advisory board for the department also expressed its approval of using the handbook in teaching students how to deal with real problems and case studies.
In Table 1 the student evaluations are listed. Semester 1 was taken before implementing the Machinery’s Handbook. Semester 2 was taken after implementing. The value of the textbook to the students went up in score. A scale of 0-4 was used with 4 being strongly agreed with the statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Score Semester 1</th>
<th>Score Semester 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90% responded</td>
<td>87% Responded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learned a great deal from this course</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would recommend this course to other students</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The textbook was an asset to this course</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

In conclusion using the Machinery’s Handbook as a textbook for a Manufacturing Design course has been very beneficial. It is very rewarding for the students and encourages them to use references they will use in industry. It takes work from the professor to develop the materials in class to give good real examples to have the students work them in a way that they might in industry. The handbook could also be used in many other courses, for example manufacturing processes, materials engineering, and mechanics. Using something that a student sees as rewarding will help them be excited about the courses and see what benefit it will have when they graduate.
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